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Architecture in Germany 2000–2012

6    Maps of Germany
8    100 Selected Works in Germany 2000-2012
12   ESSAY: “Working with the Bestand in a Contextual and Sustainable Way” / Peter Cachola Schmal

1. SUSTAINABILITY / ECOLOGICAL
16   Sauerbruch Hutton, GSW Headquarters
20   Herzog + Partner, EXPODACH – Symbolic Roof Structure at the World Exposition
24   Werner Sobek, R128
28   Barkow Leibinger, Biosphere and Flower Pavilion
32   Sauerbruch Hutton, Federal Environmental Agency
36   Foster and Partners, The Free University’s Faculty of Philology Library
40   Ingenhoven Architects, Lufthansa Aviation Center
46   Kaden Klingbeil Architekten, e_3
50   Barkow Leibinger, Campus Restaurant with Auditorium
54   Behnisch Architekten, Unilever Headquarters Germany, Austria and Switzerland
58   schneider+schumacher, Städel Museum Extension
62   ESSAY: “The Germanness of German Architecture, if there is any” / Wolfgang Pehnt

2. WORKING WITH THE "BESTAND (EXISTING)"
66   blauraum, Bogenallee 10–12
70   Meixner Schlüter Wendt, Dornbusch Church
74   Lederer Ragnarsdóttir Oei, Hessian State Theater Darmstadt
78   Peter Haimerl Architekt, Harbour me, Celia!
82   Jürgen Mayer H., Dupli. Casa
86   Nieto Sobejano Arquitectos, Moritzburg Museum Extension
90   David Chipperfield, Neues Museum
96   Brandhuber+ERA, Emde, Schneider, Brunnenstrasse 9
100  Diener & Diener Architekten, New East Wing of the Museum of Natural History
104  AFF architekten, Hut on Fichtelberg Mountain
108  Max Dudler, Conversion and Extension of Hambach Castle
112  ESSAY: “What Drives Contemporary Architecture in Germany” / Layla Dawson
3. CONTEXTUAL

116 seifert.stoeckmann@formalhaut, Living room
120 Königs Architekten, Parish Centre St. Francis
124 Herzog & de Meuron, Allianz Arena
130 Wilk-Salinas Architekten with Thomas Freiwald, Winter Bathing-ship
132 Wandel Hoefer Lorch + Hirsch, The Hinzert Museum and Document Center
136 Peter Zumthor, Kolumba, Art Museum of the Cologne Archdiocese
142 Peter Zumthor, Brother Klaus Field Chapel
146 Kraus Schönberg, Haus W
150 Max Dudler, Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm Center, Central Library of Humboldt University, Berlin
154 Hild und K Architekten, Louis Hotel at the Viktualienmarkt
156 Becker Architekten, Hydroelectric Powerstation
160 amunt – Architekten Martenson und Nagel Theissen, JustK
164 Staab Architekten, Visitor Centre Hercules

176 INTERVIEWS: The 5th International Highrise Award 2012/13 / Christoph Ingenhoven and Albert Speer

180 CREDITS AND DATA / PROFILES

FEATURE1: LOCAL ENGAGEMENT
8 Hiroshi Nakao + Monash Architecture, Monash Steps / Stawell Steps
16 Killian Doherty | Architectural Practice, Kimisagara Football for Hope Centre
22 TYIN tegnestue Architects, Cassia Coop Training Centre
30 TYIN tegnestue Architects, Klong Toey Community Lantern
38 WORKSHOP, Study Centre in Tacloban
44 co+labo Radovic @ Keio University. co+labo, BARN HOUSE
48 Waseda University – Masaki Ogasawara, Keisuke Tsukada, Erika Mikami, A recipe to live
52 Carlos Quintáns Eiras, House in Paderne
62 beton, Wooden Church in Tarnów

FEATURE2: BRITISH ARCHITECTS
72 Tony Fretton Architects, Tower Wharf Café
80 dRMM, Rundeskogen Tower
88 dRMM, Tower of Love, MK40 TOWER
92 dRMM, MK40 TOWER
96 Carmody Groarke, Frieze Art Fair 2011 July 7 Memorial
96 Carmody Groarke, July 7 Memorial
108 NORD Architecture, Shingle House Linthills
114 NORD Architecture, Linthills
120 6a architects, Victoria & Albert Museum, Gallery 40
126 6a architects, South London Gallery
REPORT
6 Audi Urban Future Award 2012 - October 18, 2012, The Haskoy Spinning Factory, Istanbul Turkey

PROFILE
24 Istanbul, Silhouette and Aerial View
30 Mapping Istanbul
34 ESSAY: "Initiate – Superpool" / Selva Gurdogan, Gregers Tang Thomsen

38 GAD & Gokhan Avcioglu, Besiktas Fish Market
42 GAD & Gokhan Avcioglu, One & Ortakoy
46 Alatas Architecture & Consulting, Ipera 25
52 M-Ofis Architects, Renovation of Niyazi Kaptan Waterfront Mansion
54 Bogachan Dundaralp, NP12 Houses
56 CM Architecture, MM House
60 Emre Arolat Architects, Arketip Housing
64 Emre Arolat Architects, Kagithane Ofispark
70 Emre Arolat Architects, Santral Istanbul Campus, Contemporary Arts Center
78 Nevzat Sayin Mimari̇lik Hizmetleri, The Seed Concert Hall
76 Han Tumertekin, Santral Istanbul Energy Museum
82 Zeynep Fadillioglu Design, Sakirin Mosque
88 Zambak Architects, Burc College Basaksehir Educational Complex
89 Cafer Bozkurt Architecture, Sureyya Pasha Concert and Opera Hall
90 Erginoglu & Calislar Architects, Salt Repository DDB Office
94 Teget Architectural Office, Istanbul Maritime Museum
98 ‘i’am’ associates, Kale Kilit Security Center
99 PATTU, Istanbul-O-Matik
105 Superpool, SALT Offices
106 SANAL architecture | urbanism, SALT Research
107 ZOOM / TPU, SALT Galata Auditorium
107 Omer Unal design studio, Robinson Crusoe – SALT Galata
107 Tanju Ozelgin, Arif Ozden, SALT Galata, Workshop
108 Tabanlioglu Architects, Istanbul Modern Art Museum
110 Tabanlioglu Architects, Istanbul Sapphire
114 Tabanlioglu Architects, Loft Gardens
118 Brigitte Weber Architects, Trump Towers Istanbul
120 TeCe Architects, Hilton Garden Inn Hotel Golden Horn
124 Aytac Architects, Apartman 18
125 arkiZON Architects, Parkkonak Apartment Building
126 Boran Ekincli, Belkis Apartment Block
127 MuuM, Courtyard 138
128 Tago Architects, Nef 04 Apartments
129 PAB Architects, Office in Kosuyolu
130 ESSAY: “Transforming Istanbul” / Zeynep Kuban, Idil Erkol
Recent Projects

4 Robbrecht en Daem architecten + Marie-José Van Hee architecten, Market Hall
14 Estudio Barozzi Veiga, “Princess Elena” Auditorium and Conference Hall
24 MVRDV, Glass Farm
34 CONVERSATION: Architecture as a Monument – on Glass Farm / Winy Maas and Yasutaka Yoshimura
38 Herzog & de Meuron, Parrish Art Museum
54 Herzog & de Meuron, Schaulager Satellite
60 Wingårdh arkitektkontor, Tåkern Visitor Center
74 Pitágoras Arquitectos, Platform for Arts and Creativity
86 Mario Bellini and Rudy Ricciotti, Department of Islamic Arts at Louvre
100 JKMM Architects, City Library in Seinäjoki
112 OMA, Milstein Hall
128 REPORT: Green Museum As Urban Laboratory / Raymund Ryan
134 REPORT: Visiting Can Lis – Jørn Utzon’s House on Majorca / Yoshiharu Tsukamoto
ESSAY: Landscape-like Architecture, Verb-like Architecture / Ryue Nishizawa

Timeline

Garden & House

HOUSE A

Villa in New York

Terasaki House

United Church of Christ in Japan, Ikuta Church

House in Los Vilos

House in Marbella

INTERVIEW: Experience of Architectural Concepts / Ryue Nishizawa

Weekend House

House in Kamakura

Tomihiro Museum

Moriyama House

Towada Art Center

Ichikawa Apartment

TKG Daikanyama

Emona Hotel

TKG Daikanyama

Teshima Art Museum

Kumamoto Station East Exit Square

Hiroshi Senju Museum Karuizawa

Restaurant Pavilion of Shodoshima
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Pezo von Ellrichshausen


16  Gago House
30  Cien House
46  Poli House
58  Wolf House
66  Fosc House
76  Arco House

88  ESSAY: About the Singular, the Collective and Something Else / Rodrigo Pérez de Arce

94  Lamp Museum
102 Faro Pavilion
108 Guna House
114 Solo House
Structured to Capture Light

ESSAY: Henri Labrouste: Structure Brought to Light / Corinne Belier, Barry Bergdoll, Marc Le Coeur

Nieto Sobejano Arquitectos, Contemporary Art Center Córdoba

Christian Kerez, Museum of Modern Art in Warsaw

Atelier Oslo and AWP, Lanternen

Hariri Pontarini Architects, Bahá’í Temple of South America

Niall McLaughlin Architects, Bishop Edward King Chapel

Li Xiaodong Atelier, LiYuan Library

McBride Charles Ryan, PEGS Junior Boys School

Foster and Partners, Aldar Central Market

Peter Rich Architects, Mapungubwe Interpretation Center

Diébédo Francis Kéré, School Library, Gando

Diébédo Francis Kéré, Primary School Extension in Gando

Diébédo Francis Kéré, Teacher’s Housing
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**Houses by Emerging Architects**

**REPORT**

4 Ideas City Festival in New York: Audi Urban Future Initiative: City Dossier
   Boston Workshop

**Feature : Houses by Emerging Architects**

8 OFFICE: Kersten Geers David Van Severen, Weekend House

18 OFFICE: Kersten Geers David Van Severen, City Villa

26 ESSAY: Some principles for the house as an interior

28 Interview

30 architecten de vylder vinck taillieu, House Berk Beek Schauw

38 architecten de vylder vinck taillieu, House Scheeplos

44 Interview

46 Grupo Aranea, Casa Lude

56 Interview

58 Adamo-Faiden, Núñez House

66 Adamo-Faiden, Martos House

72 Interview

74 PRODUCTORA, House in Tlayacapan

82 Interview

84 Andrés Jaque Architects, House in Never Never Land

94 Interview

96 Tatiana Bilbao, Casa Ventura

104 Interview

106 51-1 Arquitectos, Pachamanca House

114 Interview

116 John Lin, House for All Seasons

124 Interview

126 MASS Design Group, Butaro Doctors’ Housing

132 Interview
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Norwegian Architecture Toward Sustainability

6 INTERVIEW: The wardrobe and the mattress. Exhibition by Fondation d’entreprise Hermès, Le Forum, Maison Hermès Ginza / Smiljan Radic and Marcela Correa

Feature: Norwegian Architecture Toward Sustainability
10 ESSAY: Landscape Rituals – National Tourist Routes in Norway / Karl Otto Ellefsen
16 Reiulf Ramstad Architects, Trollstigen National Tourist Route
30 Carl-Viggo Hølmebakk, Jektvik Ferry Quay
38 Manthey Kula, Roadside Rest Room, Akkarvikodden
44 Rintala Eggertsson Architects, Seljord Watchtower
52 Rintala Eggertsson Architects, Høse Bridge
58 Jensen & Skodvin Architects, Gudbrandsjuvet – Service Center
66 Jensen & Skodvin Architects, Summer House Storfjord
80 Jarmund/Vigsnæs AS Arkitekter MNAL, Log House Oppdal

88 ESSAY: Custom Made / Halvor Weider Ellefsen, Mirza Mujezinovic

94 Brendeland & Kristoffersen Arkitekter, Svartlamoen Housing Project
102 Helen & Hard, Vennesla Library and Culture House
110 Pir II Oslo, Tallhall
118 a-lab, Statoil Regional and International Offices
126 Space Group, New Oslo Central Station
nr 12(519)

Urban Innovation, New York

6 ESSAY: Modernism on the Open Sea / Fumihiko Maki

Feature: Urban Innovation, New York
22 Map of New York City
24 Reshaping New York
27 Maps of Five Cities 1:300,000
28 How is New York City being Rebuilt?
32 Recent Landscape of New York City

48 ESSAY: New York 2013: Towards a More Livable City / Jill N Lerner

51 Innovations and Projects
52 Hudson Yards
60 Atlantic Yards, Barclays Center / SHoP Architects

Chapter 1: Energy
70 Renewing the Use of Existing Buildings

Chapter 2: Waterway and Climate
72 Resilient City
    RISING CURRENTS – Project for New York’s Waterfront / Hunter’s Point
    South Waterfront Park

Chapter 3: Transportation and Infrastructure
84 Restructuring Existing Transit System
    Times Square Reconstruction / Fulton Center / Proposals for New Penn
    Station

Chapter 4: Parks and Public space
94 New Approach for Public Space Administration
    Brooklyn Bridge Park / Walking on the High Line from Section 1
to Section 3

Chapter 5: Housing and Neighborhood
100 Diversity in Living
    Via Verde – The Green Way / My Micro NY

Chapter 6: Education
112 Intellectual and Economic Growth in Community
    Columbia University Manhattaville Campus Plan

116 ESSAY: Innovation and Cities / Toshiko Mori

122 The East Harlem School / GLUCK+
126 Campbell Sports Center / Steven Holl Architects
132 Frieze Art Fair NYC / SO – IL
136 Franklin D. Roosevelt Four Freedoms Park / Louis I. Kahn

Oprac. BPK